Charge separation from the bursting of bubbles on water.
Film droplets formed from the bursting of 2.4 mm diameter bubbles on the surface of pure water are predominantly negatively charged. The charge generated per bubble varies chaotically; a few bubbles generate more than -3 × 10(6) elementary charges (e) but the vast majority generate much less. The average is -5 × 10(4)e/bubble, and it is not significantly affected by bubbling rate or temperature. The charge diminishes with increasing salt concentration and vanishes for concentrations above 10(-3) M. We propose a mechanism consistent with the observed charge separation. The model relies on the assumption that the surface of pure water has a slight excess of hydroxide ions. The charge separation results when water with entrained counterions (H(3)O(+)) flows out of the thinning film of the bubble cap, leaving behind the excess OH(-) on the surface. Addition of salt reduces the Debye length, and the charge separation mechanism becomes less effective as the Debye length becomes small compared with the film thickness. The excess charge near the surface of pure water is very small, around -4 nC/m(2).